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Emma Jacks was in a hurry.
‘Get your skates on,
Em!’ cried Mum.
Emma wished she
did have some skates on.
1

Emma was going to

‘Aaaarrggghh!’ cried

be late for school. She ran

Emma. She had forgotten

to the car.

her lunch. It was still on
the kitchen table.
Emma rushed inside
and grabbed her lunch.
Luckily, Emma wasn’t
late for school. The bell went

‘Got everything?’ asked

as she walked in the gates.

Mum. ‘Trainers? Lunch?’
2

3

That wasn’t the school

locker and ran to the

bell. It was Emma’s SHINE

the girls’ toilets. A secret

Spy School watch.

tunnel to Spy School was
hidden in there.
Emma went into the
last toilet stall on the right.
She sat down on the toilet.

Now Emma had
to rush again! She

Then she held her watch
under the toilet roll holder.

put her backpack in the
4
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The toilet spun around
and tipped forward.
EJ dropped onto a

A voice came from a
speaker on the wall. ‘Start
Agent ID test,’ the voice

beanbag. The beanbag

said. ‘Do ten star jumps as

flew down the tunnel.

fast as you can.’

Agent EJ10 was on her
way to Spy School.
EJ was soon standing
outside the SHINE Code
Room door.
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EJ jumped super fast.

the big tube. Inside that

‘Agent body match

tube was a sheet of paper.

okay,’ said the voice.
The Code Room door
opened and EJ walked in.

EJ looked at the sheet
of paper. It had a puzzle
on it.

She sat down at the table.
There was a big tube that
came down from the roof.
It hung over the table. A
smaller tube flew out from
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